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Intro
If we look at the current situation of
Cryptocurrency Exchanges, we see big
names having only few cryptocurrencies to
trade. They tend to choose only those Coins
from which they just earn the most. That often
means cryptocurrencies with low hype rate
and a little communities can´t even try to trade
their Coins.
And not only that they take a fee from the
Developer Team to list their Coins on the
Exchange and additional to that they want
high trading fee´s from the average people.
With CurrenExchange we will Change it.

Problems and Solutions
● To many Exchanges for few Coins
Investors have to go on many different
exchanges to trade different cryptocurrencies.
Investors have often more than 3 Accounts on
different websites. This make trading harder
and if a new Coin comes live on an exchange
on which they don´t have an account, than
investors have to create a new account and
learn how to use the website. In addition to
that they also need, in some cases, do a KYC

verification which takes often longer than you
want to trade on that exchange.
CurrenExchange will offer you trading with
almost all cryptocurrencies and you will not
need any KYC verification to trade. You only
need an account and funds to trade

● ERC20 Token Trading
If it comes to trading tokens before release on
major exchanges, than there are two names
which come in mind of People. We will not say
the names due to legal reasons (EthDtla, Idx).
Those two exchanges offer trading with tokens
and they are the major exchanges which
allows this kind of trading. But most of the User
don´t like the User Interfaces of those websites
but they are forced to trade on them because
they want to buy or sell the new listed coins
early.
CurrenExchange will offer this feature. We will
enable ERC20 Token trading on our exchange
and with our smooth and userfriendly UI, we
will make token trading better.

● Support
If you have a problem you go to the support
section and you want help. Unfortunately the
exchange on which you are trading offers only

e-mail support with automated replies.
CurrenExchange aims to be the number one
exchange of the future. That means
CurrenExchange will integrate a live support to
the website to ensure that you get help around
the clock at any time of the Day. We will have
two live support teams which work at day and
one at night. So if you get a problem we are
online.

CurrenExchange
Multi-Currency Exchange
As a part of CurrenExchange we will have the
Multi-Currency Exchange which will offer all
cryptocurrencies. Our engine is capable of
sustaining 700,000 order per second. This rate will
be at the beginning. With time we will improve our
engine. We look forward to reach a rate of
3,800,000 order per second.

Fiat Gateway
Buy your cryptocurrency with traditional currencies
on the Exchange by using credit card or bank
transfer. More methods will be released after
launch.

CurrenX Eco HardwareWallet
The CurrenX ECO Hardware Wallet allows you to
save your cryptocurrencies and tokens on a
physical device. The HardwareWallet will provide
the best security for your cryptocurrencies and
tokens.

Coins
CurrenExchange will support trading pairs in the
following coins:
● BTC
● ETH
● CurX (CurrenX Coin)
More trading pairs will be added over time and we
will ask the community if they want more trading
pairs and which. This voting will take place on our
exchange in a poll section.

Device Coverage
We will provide cross-platform trading clients
for:
● Web-based trading client
● Android native client
● IOS native client
● PC (Windows and IOS) native client

CurrenX Coin (CurX)
We will issue our token coin, called CurrenX. A
strict limit of 242,000,000 CurX will be created,
never to be increased. CurX will run natively on the
Ethereum blockchain with ERC 20.

Allocation
%

Amount (CurX)

Participant

50%

121,000,000

ICO

30%

72,600,000

Company Funds

20%

48,400,000

Founders

ICO
The ICO will be done in ETH.

ICO Schedule
All times below are Universal Time Coordinated
(UTC).

Date
2018/04/30

Task
CurrenX release of whitepaper and announce
the ICO Plan

2018/05/18

ICO starts

2018/06/08

ICO finishes, or whenever the coins are sold out

CurX Utility
The CurrenX token allows holders to claim a share
of fees generated by the exchange and payment
service. With that, Token holders who stake
CurrenX benefit directly from the success of the
exchange services.

Company funds Usage
● 35% of the funds will be used to build the
CurrenExchange platform and perform
upgrades to the system, which includes team
recruiting, training, and the development
budget.
● 50% will be used for CurrenExchange
branding and marketing, including continuous
promotion. A sufficient budget for various
advertisement activities, to help
CurrenExchange to become popular among
investors, and to attract active users to the
platform.
● 15% will be kept in reserve to cope with any
emergency or unexpected situation that might
come up.

Development Roadmap & Timeline

